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SEEK ANTARCTICA
2021/2022 ANTARCTICA EXPEDITIONS

The words you have heard to describe this vast continent aren’t enough. Only those who have been and dared to take the icy
plunge into these remote waters can add their names to a century of exploration where few have gone. It’s time to check the
last continent off your bucket list.
To deliver on the full, luxe-adventure experience, we’re pleased to offer included off-ship programs throughout our Antarctica
expeditions, as well as optional ones you may want to purchase.
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OFF-SHIP PROGRAMS CANCELLATION POLICY
All off-ship programs operate if weather permits. Occupancy is limited. If you need to
make a cancellation, you must do so no later than 72 hours before your sailing date.
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SEA KAYAKING
DEPARTURES: AM AND PM WHENEVER WEATHER
PERMITS; AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE PER VOYAGE
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING
$350pp

Alongside a kayak master, experienced kayakers have the opportunity to set off through Antarctica’s unspoiled waters. Our kayak masters help you navigate the
ice floes as you make your way through the water channels that bring you close to nature. With their guidance, you can safely cruise through the waters, perhaps
even coming close to penguins as they dive from the ice floes into the sea. Sea kayaking offers a unique point of view of The White Continent as each paddle
stroke takes you further from World Navigator and deeper into the heart of Antarctica. As you rush through the waters with your kayak, the astonishing blues and
whites of the icebergs take your breath way. But take a few minutes to be still as well, because that’s when incredible moments can take place, like the possibility
of a whale breaching the water’s surface mere feet away from your kayak.
1 charge, multiple trips as available (3 trips guaranteed)

To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or LandPrograms@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

PADDLING
DEPARTURES: AM OR PM WHENEVER
WEATHER PERMITS; ONCE PER VOYAGE
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING
$75pp

If you’re an inexperienced kayaker looking for a bit of a challenge, then paddling is a more easily controlled kayak. Guided by a kayak master amid a small group,
this excursion gives you the opportunity to find your personal moment amid the epic landscapes and drifting ice floes. It’s an opportunity to glide through
Antarctica’s waters and perhaps come close to seals and whales as they swim nearby. Your kayak master helps you spot wildlife as you navigate the waters and
gives you the chance to appreciate the wondrous beauty of these animals as you connect with Antarctica’s nature.
Charged per occurance.

STAND UP PADDLING
DEPARTURES: AM OR PM WHENEVER WEATHER PERMITS;
ONCE PER VOYAGE
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING
$75pp

For experienced stand up paddlers a distinctive immersion in Antarctica with a stand-up paddle boarding excursion. It’s easy to admire the incredible scenery as
you float atop chilly waters, facing the continent’s cliffs and peaks on the horizon.
You’ll feel a thrill run through you as you dip your paddle into the water, breaking the slush ice sitting atop the surface. Your excursion guide helps you spot marine
wildlife as it passes nearby your paddle board, giving you the chance for that awe-inspiring moment you came all this way to capture. You can even pause and
sit or lay down on your paddle board to gaze up at the impossibly blue sky overhead, looking for petrels, or other seabirds in the area. For added safety, a Zodiac
driver follows close behind to help you on your journey.
Charged per occurance.

To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or LandPrograms@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

POLAR PLUNGE

DEPARTURES: ONCE PER VOYAGE, EXPEDITION LEADER
DECIDES ON DATE ACCORDING TO SCHEDULE AND
WEATHER.
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING

Connect with your wild side as you plunge into the icy waters of Antarctica, much like the seals and penguins of the continent. The moment of truth comes
as you approach the edge of the platform and prepare the make the jump. But with your fellow explorers cheering you on, it’s easy to take on the challenge. A
photographer on board will capture the moment and you’ll even be rewarded with a certificate of achievement, so you can brag about your adventure to your
friends and family back home. And feel free to be a spectator as you cheer on your fellow explorers while they take the dive.
DISCLAIMER: Safety harness is used. Activity is very safe. Guests should not carry any loose items on them at the time of the dive. All cameras, GoPros and similar
devices need to be attached to the body.

ZODIAC TOURS

DEPARTURES: AM AND PM WHENEVER WEATHER
PERMITS; AS OFTEN AS POSSIBLE PER VOYAGE
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING

Atlas takes you closer to your environment as you embark on one of 12 custom-made Zodiacs made for World Navigator. Cruising Antarctic coasts, your
knowledgeable experts guide you through the continent’s many wonders. As your Zodiac driver navigates the waters, stop and listen to the natural sounds that
surround you. At first, you might think it’s all silence, but if you focus, the cries of snow petrels echo in the distance. You may encounter marine wildlife while out
on the water, so focus on the soft but distinct rush of water and watch for the bubbles just before a breach. This is an essential excursion that truly gives you a
pure feeling of triumphant exploration.
DISCLAIMER: Kayakers usually don’t do Zodiac tours.

To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or LandPrograms@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

CAMPING
DEPARTURES: AFTER DINNER UNTIL BREAKFAST NEXT
MORNING. WHEN WEATHER PERMITS.
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING, NOT AVAILABLE ON
ANTARCTIC SOLAR ECLIPSE - NOV. 28, 2021
$500pp

You could spend a night camping in Antarctica for a once-in-a-lifetime experience that you will never forget. This is one of the few encounters that truly brings
you as close to the continent and its raw beauty as possible. Expedition guides build the camp in the early evening while you enjoy dinner. You will then have a
chance to choose your spot and dig a space for your sleeping bag. Before settling in for a night in the camp, you have one last chance to grab a hot meal and
shower on board. Once the Zodiac brings you back to shore, it’s a truly wild experience as you and your fellow adventurers fall asleep under the open night sky,
and are left with required gear, drinking water, and a few extra layers of clothing for warmth.
Charged per occurance.

SHORE LANDINGS

DEPARTURES: AM OR PM DEPENDING ON
LANDING SITE AND WEATHER
AVAILABILITY: WEATHER PERMITTING

There’s a feeling of connection that swells as you land on the shores of the Seventh Continent. Make your way across the snow, walking paths few explorers who
came before you have and feel a sense of kinship with them. Your expedition guide may lead you to dedicated high points and sightseeing locations for some of
the best views. Our polar expedition guides know the terrain almost as well as the wildlife and will enhance your experience as they point out the flora (yes, plants
in Antarctica!) and fauna. You may come across some of Antarctica’s renowned wildlife, like a penguin colony filled with the whimsical birds as they go about
their natural lives. Your guide will instruct you on how to properly interact at a safe distance so that you have the opportunity to make the most of your expedition
and capture the moment while leaving only footprints behind.

To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or LandPrograms@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

ALL INCLUSIVE ALL THE WAY
Our promise for an all-inclusive journey encompasses everything, including complimentary direct private charter jet service for
every Antarctica expedition, a choice of included off-ship experiences, accommodations crafted in simple elegance and more.
It’s how we ensure travelers enjoy a comprehensive and invigorating voyage.

To Book Your Atlas Ashore Land Programs, Contact Our Voyage Specialists at 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) or LandPrograms@AtlasOceanVoyages.com

2021/2022 ANTARCTICA EXPEDITIONS
PLAN YOUR LUXE-ADVENTURE VOYAGE
LET YOUR JOURNEY BEGIN!
Every Antarctica expedition with Atlas Ocean Voyages has a choice of exciting off-ship programs. Feel free to take advantage of any,
or all of these. Just let us know which excursions you want to purchase. Please note that all excursions are limited capacity and will be
assigned based on the date received. So, don’t wait!
Complete this form and mail/email to:
ATLAS OCEAN VOYAGES · GUEST SERVICES
1 EAST BROWARD BLVD, SUITE 800 FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
1.844.44.ATLAS (28527) · LANDPROGRAMS@ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM

WATER PROGRAMS
Sea Kayaking | Price: $350PP

LAND PROGRAMS
Camping | Price: $500PP

Paddling | Price: $75PP
Stand Up Paddling | Price: $75PP
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All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or
omissions at any time. All ports, except embarkation and disembarkation, offer a selection of complimentary excursions. Excursions are capacity controlled. © 2021 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal
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FOR A QUOTE, CALL US AT 1.844.44.ATLAS (28527)
OR CONTACT YOUR PREFERRED TRAVEL ADVISOR
ATLASOCEANVOYAGES.COM

All information herein is accurate and in effect at time of printing. All images are representative and may not exactly depict every land excursion. Prices and program descriptions are accurate
as of the latest publication; all information is subject to change. Atlas Ocean Voyages reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions at any time. All ports, except embarkation and
disembarkation, offer a selection of complimentary excursions. Excursions are capacity controlled. © 2021 Atlas Ocean Voyages. Ship’s Registry: Portugal

